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Abstract
The theoretical QCD predictions for the semiinclusive hadronic   decays into an
evenodd number of pions and kaons are updated and compared with the cor
responding sums of exclusive   decay modes The value of 
s
M
 

 obtained from
these semiinclusive widths agrees with the one obtained from the total inclusive
hadronic width The experimental e

e

  Hadrons data are also used to perform
additional tests in the vector sector Using the e

e

data and varying the value of
M

 we show that there is a good agreement among the results obtained at dierent
mass scales
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The total   hadronic width has been shown 

	 to be a very good observable for
testing QCD Its inclusive nature makes it possible to perform an accurate theoretical
calculation using analyticity and the operator product expansion Moreover non
perturbative contributions can be shown to be strongly suppressed The result
which is known to order 
s
M
 



 turns out to be very sensitive to the value of the
strong coupling  Thus the experimental measurement of this observable can be
used to infer a value of 
s
M
 


A detailed study of the   hadronic width has already been done in ref  The
dominant perturbative contribution has been further analyzed in ref  where
a resummation of known higherorder corrections has been performed this im
provement results in smaller renormalizationscheme dependence and betterdened
higherorder uncertainties We refer to those references for details and notations
The possibility of using the invariantmass distribution of the nal hadrons in  
decay to improve our control of the small nonperturbative contributions has been
discussed in refs   it has been shown there that a combined t of certain
weighted integrals of the hadronic spectrum allows us to measure simultaneously

s
M
 

 and the parameters characterizing the nonperturbative dynamics
Predictions can also be made for those semiinclusive   decay widths associated
with specic quark currents As shown in refs   one can separately compute
the vector and axialvector components of the   hadronic width and resolve these
further into nonstrange and strange contributions The nonperturbative contribu
tions to these semiinclusive components are larger than for the total width nev
ertheless the theoretical accuracy is good enough to perform a meaningful QCD
test The purpose of the present letter is to provide a phenomenological study of
these semiinclusive widths confronting the theoretical predictions with the present
experimental data
Following ref  we normalize the hadronic   decay width to the electronic one
ie we dene the ratio
R


 

  

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where  represents possible additional photons or lepton pairs We will decompose
the dierent contributions to R

into three categories
R

 R
V
R
A
R
S
 
Here R
V
and R
A
denote the vector and axialvector contributions in the Cabibbo
allowed sector R
S
contains the remaining Cabibbosuppressed contributions
R

can be written as a contour integral in the complex splane running counter
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M
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The dynamical information is contained in the twopoint correlation functions 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q
 
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for the vector V
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colour singlet quark


currents i j  u d s J  	 
 The appropriate combinations of correlators are
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The contributions coming from the rst two terms correspond to R
V
and R
A
respectively while R
S
contains the contributions from the remaining terms
The QCD predictions   
	 for R
V
 R
A
 R
S
and R

are given in Table 

as functions of the coupling constant 
s
M
 

 The dierences within errors with
the values quoted in ref  Table  are due to the resummation of higherorder
perturbative contributions performed in ref  This resummation leads to a more
convergent perturbative expansion and strongly reduces the renormalization scale
and scheme dependence of the results  The resummation eect is specially
important at large values of 
s
M
 

 where the original nonresummed expansion
is nonconvergent The perturbative uncertainty due to the unknown higherorder
contributions has been estimated by assuming an algebraic growth of the coecients
K
n
 governing the perturbative expansion of the correlation function
Ds  s
d
ds
s 



 
X
n
K
n


s
s


n
  
In order to be conservative and to account for all possible sources of perturbative
uncertainties we have further increased this estimate by a factor of two ie we
have taken K


 K

K

	K
 
   	 for estimating the error due to the unknown
O


s
 correction
The experimental value for R

is actually determined by measuring the leptonic
branching fractions
R
B



B
e
B

B
e
 
where B

  

  






	

and 

is the total decay rate An independent
determination of R

can be obtained by measuring the lifetime 
	


R





 
e
 


e
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
where 

  

  






 Because the decays  

  






 are purely
electroweak processes their rates can be calculated theoretically with great accuracy
The only unknown in eq  is therefore the total decay rate 

 The present
results 
	 for these two independent determinations of R

are
R
B

   		  
R


    		  
Although R


is slightly smaller than R
B

 the present discrepancy between the two
determinations is at the 
 level only
z
 Comparing these numbers with the predic
tions in Table 
 one gets 
s
M
 

  	 		 from R
B

 and 
s
M
 

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 	 		
from R


 The average of the two experimental determinations of R


R

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	
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The previous discrepancy of about   has been reduced by the small shifts on the M
 
and 
 
values reported recently 
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s
M
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
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After evolution up to the scale M
Z
 the strong coupling constant in Eq 

 de
creases to

s
M
 
Z
  	
  			 

in amazing agreement with the present LEP average 
 without R

 
s
M
 
Z
 
	
  			  and with a similar error bar The comparison of these two determi
nations of 
s

 
 in two extreme energy regimes M

and M
Z
 provides a beautiful
test of the predicted running of the QCD coupling constant
Tables   and  show the contribution of the dierent exclusive   decay modes to
R
V
 R
A
and R
S
 respectively We quote the results obtained from the latest com
pilation 
 of the Particle Data Group PDG together with the modications
implied by the more recent data presented at the Ohio Workshop 

 Although
part of the latest data are still preliminary the comparison with the ocial PDG
values gives a good idea of the present data !uctuations
The present experimental errors are still quite large
x
 Moreover the assignment
of a given measurement to one of the three categories R
V
 R
A
 R
S
is not com
pletely straightforward One obviously needs to have a clean 	K identication
x
In fact in some channels like 


 
and 



 the discrepancies between dierent experi
ments largely exceed the errors quoted in the worldaverage values 
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and to know the exact number of neutral particles to separate the vector and axial
vector contributions which is not always the case In order to obtain the numbers
quoted in Tables  and  we have subtracted the kaon contamination when pos
sible For the modes with an unknown number of neutral pions we have assigned
their contribution to the category corresponding to the minimum possible multiplic
ity which is expected to be the dominant one For instance the PDG number
quoted for the 



mode actually corresponds to h

 



 Modes involving
kaons present the additional problem that they can contribute if the hadronic mul
tiplicity is bigger than  both to the vector and axialvector channels Gparity
is not a good quantum number Although we have not made this separation in
the Cabibbosuppressed sector we still have an ambiguity for the Cabibboallowed
modes with an even number of kaons We have assigned the KK modes to the
vector sector because they are expected 
  to be dominated by the vector ampli
tude Having all these caveats in mind the numbers shown in the tables should be
taken with care since there are additional uncertainties hopefully small which are
probably not properly re!ected in the given error bars
In the vector channel one can also use the information obtained through an
isospin rotation from the isovector part of the e

e

annihilation crosssection into
hadrons The exclusive   decay width into Cabibboallowed modes with J
P
 



In the Ohio case this ambiguity has been resolved using the recent CLEO data 
 on
oneprong modes with many neutrals

can be expressed as an integral over the corresponding e

e

crosssection 

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where the factor S
EW
 
	
 contains the renormalizationgroup improved elec
troweak correction at the leading logarithm approximation 	 The results obtained
k
in ref 
 using the more recent update 
 of e

e

data are given in the fourth
column of Table  The last column of Table  shows our own estimate obtained
from a global t
  
to the same e

e

data 
 Our larger error bars re!ect the data
disagreements in the  and  channels which we think have been underestimated
in ref 
 The numbers quoted for the K

K

and 

K

K

modes have been
estimated from the 



and 



data respectively assuming SU symmetry
and making the appropriate phasespace corrections
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The last row in Tables   and  gives the corresponding total contribution
to R
V
 R
A
and R
S
 respectively When computing R
V
 the 

 contribution
has been weighted with the    

 branching ratio to avoid an obvious double
counting with the 





mode Moreover the 

K

K

decay mode has been
k
We have corrected the results of ref 
 with the electroweak factor S
EW

  
We use the 
 


formfactor parametrizations of refs 
 For the 

mode we use the t
done in ref  The  modes have been tted with dierent assumptions about their resonance
structure one two and three 

resonances Due to the large data disagreements the results in
the 
 




channel turn out to be very sensitive to the assumed resonance structure
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counted twice to account for the unmeasured 

K


K

contribution isospin sym
metry predicts both amplitudes to be equal Since not all possible decay modes
have been measured the quoted sums are slight the missing modes are suppressed
ones underestimates of the true results This is apparent in Table  where only the






part of the 

mode has been taken into account in columns  and 
while the KK modes are missing in column  More important is the absence of
the modes 





and 



in the second column of Table 
Table  shows a good agreement between the actual   decay measurements and
the numbers obtained from e

e

data Moreover as shown in column  the   decay
data are already more accurate than the e

e

results The "best# possible estimate
of R
V
can be obtained by taking the Ohio results together with the e

e

values
for the 

and K

K

modes Therefore we quote as tentative estimates
R
V
 
  		 

R
A
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 
R
S
 	
  		 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Adding these  numbers one has the "exclusive# estimate of R


R
excl

    		  

The result 
 agrees with the more direct measurements R
B

and R


 It corre
sponds to

s
M
 

  	  		 

Comparing our estimates for R
V
and R
A
with the predictions in Table 
 one gets

s
M
 

  	  		 


from the vector channel while the axialvector calculation implies a somewhat
smaller value

s
M
 

  	
  		  	
Both results are in good agreement with the more precise value in eq 


The experimental value in Eq 
 for the Cabibbosuppressed width is in ex
cellent agreement although errors are quite large with the theoretical predictions
in Table 
 This is quite a nontrivial result since the R
S
predictions are very
sensitive to the power corrections As shown in Table 
 there is practically no
dependence on the value of the strong coupling in this case In fact the nal pre
dictions turn out to be very close to the na$ve expectation R
S
 N
c
jV
us
j
 
 	

because there is a strong cancellation between the perturbative contribution and the
strangequarkmass correction The success of the theoretical prediction could then
be taken in this case as a test of the dimension contribution
One can make an additional test in the vector channel by using the e

e

data
and varying
yy
the value of M M

in eq 
 The theoretical predictions for R
V
as a function of M can be trivially obtained from the formulae given in refs  
For lower values ofM it is important to use the resummed perturbative expansion of
ref  since the bigger values of 
s
M
 
 in that region imply that the nonresummed
expansion is nonconvergent Figure 
 compares the theoretical predictions with
the results obtained from e

e

data To get the experimental points we have
used the same data t as for obtaining the results given in the last column of
Table  Above  GeV the data is rather con!icting and incomplete and one needs
to rely on extrapolations of the ts done at lower energies so we have not plotted
this region
zz
 The shaded area between the two dashed curves corresponds to the
theoretical prediction for 
s
M
 

  	 The big allowed region at low values of M
is due to the uncertainty in the leading nonperturbative correction which we have
taken from ref  ie

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
V
M 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D
V
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At the   mass scale 
D
V
M

  
D
V
is a very tiny correction however since it
scales as the sixth power ofM  this nonperturbative contribution and its associated
uncertainty increases very rapidly as M decreases
To show the sensitivity to the value of 
s
M
 

 we have also allowed the strong
coupling to change in the range 
s
M
 

  	  		 one then gets the larger
region between the two dotdashed curves in Figure 
 For M 	M

 the theoretical
uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the input value of 
s
M
 

 the error
yy
An attempt to perform such a test initially proposed in ref  has appeared recently 
However the analysis of ref  is incorrect because many important ingredients have been over
looked electroweak and nonperturbative corrections are completely neglected a 
M

correction
has been added in the revised version of this paper we disagree however with the estimated nu
merical eect the nonresummed perturbative expansion is used outside its validity range not all
exclusive channels have been taken into account to get the data points moreover the experimental
error bars are ignored
zz
Although we found also quite good agreement between theory and experiment above  GeV
the big error bars of the experimental points make the comparison quite meaningless

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Figure 
 R
 V
as a function of M M
 

on 
D
V
becomes dominant for M  
 GeV and overwhelms the result for M 

 GeV
One can notice that there is a good agreement between the QCD predictions and
the e

e

data points forM  
 GeV This conrms the role of the threshold factor

  s	M
 

 
 which minimizes the theoretical uncertainties near the physical cut
and further supports the reliability of the theoretical framework used to analyze the
  hadronic width
The departure of the theoretical prediction from the data points below 
 GeV
signals the important role of higherorder power corrections in this region The
subleading dimension correction has been neglected before because at the   mass
scale its contribution is expected to be smaller than the uncertainty on 
D
V

However when going to smaller values of M  the 
D
V
M contribution increases
much faster than the dimension one and at some point would even become dom
inant indicating a breakdown of the expansion in powers of 
	M  We can use
the lowermass data points to make an estimate of the size of this contribution
Taking 
s
M
 

  	 and 
D
V
 		 a quite reasonable t is obtained for

D
V
 			  This is shown by the continuous curve in Figure 
 Although
the 
D
V
M correction is tiny at M  M

 its eect changes completely the pre
dicted behaviour below 
 GeV Note however that for this value of 
D
V
one
has 
D
V
M	
D
V
M  
 at M  
 GeV which puts some doubts on
the applicability of the inverse power expansion at such a low scale If one takes
only into account the region above 
 GeV the size of the experimental error bars

does not allow us to make a clear statement about the size of 
D
V

D
V
 	 is
compatible with the data although smaller values of 
D
V
seem to be preferred
To summarize the phenomenological analysis of the semiinclusive   decay widths
associated with the vector and axialvector currents shows a very consistent pat
tern and gives further support to the more precise study of the total   hadronic
width Good agreement within the present experimental errors is found between
the theoretical predictions and the exclusive experimental data both for the   decay
measurements and for the e

e

  Hadrons data Moreover the existing e

e

data
allow us to check the stability of the resulting value of 
s
M
 

 obtained at dierent
mass scales as explicitly demonstrated in Figure 
 Complementary analyses can
be done both for the vector and axialvector channels by using the invariantmass
distribution of the nal hadrons in   decay   At present the quality of these
exclusive analyses is limited by the poor accuracy of the experimental data but this
should be easily improved at future tau factories and lowenergy e

e

machines
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